
Our innovative and growing company is looking for a retail analyst. If you are
looking for an exciting place to work, please take a look at the list of qualifications
below.

Responsibilities for retail analyst

Maintain by account OTB and recommend necessary receipt flow /
markdowns
Prepare seasonal strategy presentations to senior management teams
Weekly monitoring of EDI (replenishment) shipments versus total retail plan
receipts, ensuring they are flowing to achieve sales plans, while also tracking
markdowns and inventory position by account
Working with our customer’s merchandising team to implement strategies
that leverage category and consumer insights to maximize mutual sales
growth and supporting those strategies through execution of tactical plans
encompassing product assortment and pricing/promotion to optimize sales
Collaborating with our customer’s replenishment team, where applicable, to
manage their forecasting/ inventory/ordering strategy from a high-level plan
down to individual system settings and orders to maximize sales and
minimize mark-downs in our fashion sensitive, seasonal product offering
Manage IT projects throughout the entire lifecycle, coordinating the efforts of
vendors, internal team members, and other business units
Perform business analysis activities by working with key business users in the
continual improvement of business processes
Represent the IT program team internally through stakeholder interviews and
participation in cross-functional meetings
Identify, escalate, and resolve issues critical to program success
Assist the store planning process including P&L reporting for the full retail
branch
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Minimum of three years experience in progressively responsible positions
providing management support by analyzing business processes, team
project participation, and providing advanced level of systems support and
analysis
Requires prior experience with Process Mapping and d emonstrated
experience in project management ranging from small system
implementations to major key system initiatives
Post secondary degree in a numerate discipline is preferred
Programming knowledge such as SAS/SQL is an asset
Previous experience in Risk Management or in unsecured lending products
Experience in supporting retail system like POS, traffic counter, BI reporting
system and ERP...etc


